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Abstract
With the decreasing price of flash memory, systems will
increasingly use solid-state storage for virtual-memory
paging rather than disks. FlashVM is a system architecture and a core virtual memory subsystem built in the
Linux kernel that uses dedicated flash for paging.
FlashVM focuses on three major design goals for
memory management on flash: high performance, reduced flash wear out for improved reliability, and efficient garbage collection. FlashVM modifies the paging system along code paths for allocating, reading and
writing back pages to optimize for the performance characteristics of flash. It also reduces the number of page
writes using zero-page sharing and page sampling that
prioritize the eviction of clean pages. In addition, we
present the first comprehensive description of the usage
of the discard command on a real flash device and show
two enhancements to provide fast online garbage collection of free VM pages.
Overall, the FlashVM system provides up to 94% reduction in application execution time and is four times
more responsive than swapping to disk. Furthermore, it
improves reliability by writing up to 93% fewer pages
than Linux, and provides a garbage collection mechanism that is up to 10 times faster than Linux with discard
support.

1

Introduction

Flash memory is one of the largest changes to storage
in recent history. Solid-state disks (SSDs), composed of
multiple flash chips, provide the abstraction of a block
device to the operating system similar to magnetic disks.
This abstraction favors the use of flash as a replacement
for disk storage due to its faster access speeds and lower
energy consumption and [1, 25, 33].
In this paper, we present FlashVM, a system architecture and a core virtual memory subsystem built in the
Linux kernel for managing flash-backed virtual memory. FlashVM extends a traditional system organization
with dedicated flash for swapping virtual memory pages.
Dedicated flash allows FlashVM software to use semantic information, such as the knowledge about free blocks,
that is not available within an SSD. Furthermore, dedicating flash to virtual memory is economically attractive,

because small quantities can be purchased for a few dollars. In contrast, disks ship only in large sizes at higher
initial costs.
The design of FlashVM focuses on three aspects of
flash: performance, reliability, and garbage collection.
We analyze the existing Linux virtual memory implementation and modify it to account for flash characteristics. FlashVM modifies the paging system on code
paths affected by the performance differences between
flash and disk: on the read path during a page fault, and
on the write path when pages are evicted from memory.
On the read path, FlashVM leverages the low seek time
on flash to prefetch more useful pages. The Linux VM
prefetches eight physically contiguous pages to minimize
disk seeks. FlashVM uses stride prefetching to minimize
memory pollution with unwanted pages at a negligible
cost of seeking on flash. This results in a reduction in
the number of page faults and improves the application
execution time. On the write path, FlashVM throttles the
page write-back rate at a finer granularity than Linux.
This allows better congestion control of paging traffic to
flash and improved page fault latencies for various application workloads.
The write path also affects the reliability of FlashVM.
Flash memory suffers from wear out, in that a single
block of storage can only be written a finite number of
times. FlashVM uses zero-page sharing to avoid writing
empty pages and uses page sampling, which probabilistically skips over dirty pages to prioritize the replacement
of clean pages. Both techniques reduce the number of
page writes to the flash device, resulting in improved reliability for FlashVM.
The third focus of FlashVM is efficient garbage collection, which affects both reliability and performance.
Modern SSDs provide a discard command (also called
trim) for the OS to notify the device when blocks no
longer contain valid data [30]. We present the first comprehensive description of the semantics, usage and performance characteristics of the discard command on a
real SSD. In addition, we propose two different techniques, merged and dummy discards, to optimize the use
of the discard command for online garbage collection of
free VM page clusters on the swap device. Merged discard batches requests for discarding multiple page clusters in a single discard command. Alternatively, dummy

• FlashVM provides up to 94% reduction in application execution time and up to 84% savings in memory required to achieve the same performance as
swapping to disk. FlashVM also scales with increased degree of multiprogramming and provides
up to four times faster response time to revive suspended applications.
• FlashVM provides better flash reliability than Linux
by reducing the number of page writes to the swap
device. It uses zero-page sharing and dirty page
sampling for preferential eviction of clean pages,
which result in up to 93% and 14% fewer page
writes respectively.
• FlashVM optimizes the performance for garbage
collection of free VM pages using merged and
dummy discard operations, which are up to 10 times
faster than Linux with discard support and only 15%
slower than Linux without discard support.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 describes the target environments and makes
a case for FlashVM. Section 3 presents FlashVM design
overview and challenges. We describe the design in Sections 4.1, covering performance; 4.2 covering reliability;
and 4.3 on efficient garbage collection using the discard
command. We evaluate the FlashVM design techniques
in Section 5, and finish with related work and conclusions.
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Motivation

Application working-set sizes have grown many-fold in
the last decade, driving the demand for cost-effective
mechanisms to improve memory performance. In this
section, we motivate the use of flash-backed virtual
memory by comparing it to DRAM and disk, and noting the workload environments that benefit the most.

2.1

Why FlashVM?

Fast and cheap flash memory has become ubiquitous.
More than 2 exabytes of flash memory were manufactured worldwide in 2008. Table 1 compares the price
and performance characteristics of NAND flash memory
with DRAM and disk. Flash price and performance are
between DRAM and disk, and about five times cheaper
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discards implicitly notify the device about free VM pages
by overwriting a logical flash block.
We evaluate the costs and benefits of each of these design techniques for FlashVM for memory-intensive applications representing a variety of computing environments including netbooks, desktops and distributed clusters. We show that FlashVM can benefit a variety of
workloads including image manipulation, model checking, transaction processing, and large key-value stores.
Our results show that:
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Figure 1: Cost/Benefit Analysis: Application execution
time plot comparing the performance of disk and flash
backed virtual memory with variable main memory sizes.
∆M is the memory savings to achieve the same performance as disk and ∆T is the performance improvement
with FlashVM for the same memory size.
Device
DRAM
Flash
Disk

Read Latencies (µs)
Random
Seq
0.05
0.05
100
85
5,000
500

Write Latencies (µs)
Random
Seq
0.05
0.05
2,000
200-500
5,000
500

Price
$/GB
$15
$3
$0.3

Table 1: Device Attributes: Comparing DRAM, NAND
flash memory and magnetic disk. Both price and performance for flash lie between DRAM and disk (some values
are roughly defined for comparison purposes only).
than DRAM and an order of magnitude faster than disk.
Furthermore, flash power consumption (0.06 W when
idle and 0.15–2 W when active) is significantly lower
than both DRAM (4–5 W/DIMM) and disk (13–18 W).
These features of flash motivate its adoption as secondlevel memory between DRAM and disk.
Figure 1 illustrates a cost/benefit analysis in the form
of two simplified curves (not to scale) showing the execution times for an application in two different systems
configured with variable memory sizes, and either disk or
flash for swapping. This figure shows two benefits to applications when they must page. First, FlashVM results
in faster execution for approximately the same system
price without provisioning additional DRAM, as flash is
five times cheaper than DRAM. This performance gain
is shown in Figure 1 as ∆T along the vertical axis. Second, a FlashVM system can achieve performance similar to swapping to disk with lower main memory requirements. This occurs because page faults are an order of magnitude faster with flash than disk: a program
can achieve the same performance with less memory by
faulting more frequently to FlashVM. This reduction in
memory-resident working set is shown as ∆M along the

horizontal axis.
However, the adoption of flash is fundamentally an
economic decision, as performance can also be improved
by purchasing additional DRAM or a faster disk. Thus,
careful analysis is required to configure the balance of
DRAM and flash memory capacities that is optimal for
the target environment in terms of both price and performance.

2.2

Where FlashVM?

Both the price/performance gains for FlashVM are
strongly dependent on the workload characteristics and
the target environment. In this paper, we target FlashVM
against the following workloads and environments:
Netbook/Desktop. Netbooks and desktops are usually
constrained with cost, the number of DIMM slots for
DRAM modules and DRAM power-consumption. In
these environments, the large capacity of disks is still
desirable. Memory-intensive workloads, such as image
manipulation, video encoding, or even opening multiple tabs in a single web browser instance can consume
hundreds of megabytes or gigabytes of memory in a
few minutes of usage [4], thereby causing the system to
page. Furthermore, end users often run multiple programs, leading to competition for memory. FlashVM
meets the requirements of such workloads and environments with faster performance that scales with increased
multiprogramming.
Distributed Clusters. Data-intensive workloads such
as virtualized services, key-value stores and web caches
have often resorted to virtual or distributed memory solutions. For example, the popular memcached [17] is used
to increase the aggregate memory bandwidth. While disk
access is too slow to support page faults during request
processing, flash access times allow a moderate number of accesses. Fast swapping can also benefit virtual
machine deployments, which are often constrained by
the main memory capacities available on commonly deployed cheap servers [19]. Virtual machine monitors can
host more virtual machines with support for swapping
out nearly the entire guest physical memory. In such
cluster scenarios, hybrid alternatives similar to FlashVM
that incorporate DRAM and large amounts of flash are
an attractive means to provide large memory capacities
cheaply [6].

3

Design Overview

The FlashVM design, shown in Figure 2, consists of dedicated flash for swapping out virtual memory pages and
changes to the Linux virtual memory hierarchy that optimize for the characteristics of flash. We target FlashVM
against NAND flash, which has lower prices and better
write performance than the alternative, NOR flash. We
propose that future systems be built with a small multi-

ple of DRAM size as flash that is attached to the motherboard for the express purpose of supporting virtual memory.
Flash Management. Existing solid-state disks (SSD)
manage NAND flash memory packages internally for
emulating disks [1]. Because flash devices do not support re-writing data in place, SSDs rely on a translation
layer to implement block address translation, wear leveling and garbage collection of free blocks. The translation from this layer raises three problems not present
with disks: write amplification, low reliability, and aging.
Write amplification occurs when writing a single block
causes the SSD to re-write multiple blocks, and leads
to expensive read-modify-erase-write cycles (erase latency for a typical 128–512 KB flash block is as high
as 2 milliseconds) [1, 26]. SSDs may exhibit low reliability because a single block may only be re-written a
finite number of times. This limit is around 10,000 and
is decreasing with the increase in capacity and density
of MLC flash devices. Above this limit, devices may
exhibit unacceptably high bit error rates [18]. For a 16
GB SSD written at its full bandwidth of 200 MB/sec, errors may arise in as little as a few weeks. Furthermore,
SSDs exhibit aging after extensive use because fewer
clean blocks are available for writing [24, 26]. This can
lead to performance degradation, as the device continuously copies data to clean pages. The FlashVM design
leverages semantic information only available within the
operating system, such as locality of memory references,
page similarity and knowledge about deleted blocks, to
address these three problems.
FlashVM Architecture. The FlashVM architecture targets dedicated flash for virtual memory paging. Dedicating flash for virtual memory has two distinct advantages over traditional disk-based swapping. First, dedicated flash is cheaper than traditional disk-based swap
devices in price per byte only for small capacities required for virtual memory. A 4 GB MLC NAND flash
chip costs less than $6, while the cheapest IDE/SCSI
disk of similar size costs no less than $24 [5, 32]. Similarly, the more common SATA/SAS disks do not scale
down to capacities smaller than 36 GB, and even then
are far more expensive than flash. Furthermore, the premium for managed flash, which includes a translation
layer, as compared to raw flash chips is dropping rapidly
as SSDs mature. Second, dedicating flash for virtual
memory minimizes the interference between the file system I/O and virtual-memory paging traffic. We prototype FlashVM using MLC NAND flash-based solid-state
disks connected over a SATA interface.
FlashVM Software. The FlashVM memory manager,
shown in Figure 2, is an enhanced version of the memory management subsystem in the Linux 2.6.28 kernel.
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Figure 2: FlashVM Memory Hierarchy: FlashVM
manager controls the allocation, read and write-back
of pages swapped out from main memory. It hands the
pages to the block layer for conversion into block I/O requests, which are submitted to the dedicated flash device.
Since NAND flash is internally organized as a block device, the FlashVM manager enqueues the evicted pages
at the block layer for scheduling. The block layer is responsible for the conversion of pages into block I/O requests submitted to the device driver. At a high-level,
FlashVM manages the non-ideal characteristics of flash
and exploits its useful attributes. In particular, our design
goals are:
• High performance by leveraging the unique performance characteristics of flash, such as fast random
reads (discussed in Section 4.1).
• Improved reliability by reducing the number of page
writes to the swap device (discussed in Section 4.2).
• Efficient garbage collection of free VM pages by
delaying, merging, and virtualizing discard operations (discussed in Section 4.3).
The FlashVM implementation is not a singular addition to the Linux VM. As flash touches on many aspects of performance, FlashVM modifies most components of the Linux virtual memory hierarchy, including
the swap-management subsystem, the memory allocator,
the page scanner, the page-replacement and prefetching
algorithms, the block layer and the SCSI subsystem. In
the next section, we identify and describe our changes
to each of these subsystems for achieving the different
FlashVM design goals.

4

Design and Implementation

This section discusses the FlashVM implementation to
improve performance, reliability, and to provide efficient

FlashVM Performance

Challenges. The virtual-memory systems of most operating systems were developed with the assumption that
disks are the only swap device. While disks exhibit a
range of performance, their fundamental characteristic is
the speed difference between random and sequential access. In contrast, flash devices have a different set of
performance characteristics, such as fast random reads,
high sequential bandwidths, low access and seek costs,
and slower writes than reads. For each code path in
the VM hierarchy affected by these differences between
flash and disk, we describe our analysis for tuning parameters and our implementation for optimizing performance with flash. We analyze three VM mechanisms:
page pre-cleaning, page clustering and disk scheduling,
and re-implement page scanning and prefetching algorithms.

4.1.1

Page Write-Back

Swapping to flash changes the performance of writing
back dirty pages. Similar to disk, random writes to flash
are costlier than sequential writes. However, random
reads are inexpensive, so write-back should optimize for
write locality rather than read locality. FlashVM accomplishes this by leveraging the page pre-cleaning and clustering mechanisms in Linux to reduce page write overheads.
Pre-cleaning. Page pre-cleaning is the act of eagerly
swapping out dirty pages before new pages are needed.
The Linux page-out daemon kswapd runs periodically to
write out 32 pages from the list of inactive pages. The
higher write bandwidth of flash allows FlashVM write
pages more aggressively, and without competing file system traffic, use more I/O bandwidth.
Thus, we investigate writing more pages at a time to
achieve sequential write performance on flash. For disks,
pre-cleaning more pages interferes with high-priority
reads to service a fault. However, with flash, the lower
access latency and higher bandwidths enable more aggressive pre-cleaning without affecting the latency for
handling a page-fault.
Clustering. The Linux clustering mechanism assigns locations in the swap device to pages as they are written
out. To avoid random writes, Linux allocates clusters,
which are contiguous ranges of page slots. When a cluster has been filled, Linux scans for a free cluster from the
start of the swap space. This reduces seek overheads on
disk by consolidating paging traffic near the beginning of
the swap space.
We analyze FlashVM performance for a variety of
cluster sizes from 8 KB to 4096 KB. In addition, for clusters at least the size of an erase block, we align clusters
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Figure 3: Virtual Memory Prefetching: Linux readsaround an aligned block of pages consisting of the target
page and delimited by free or bad blocks to minimize disk
seeks. FlashVM skips the free and bad blocks by seeking
to the next allocated page and reads all valid pages. (T,
F and X represent target, free and bad blocks on disk respectively; unfilled boxes represent the allocated pages).
with erase-block boundaries to ensure minimum amount
of data must be erased.

4.1.2

Page Scanning

A virtual memory system must ensure that the rate at
which it selects pages for eviction matches the write
bandwidth of the swap device. Pages are selected by two
code paths: memory reclaim during page allocation; and
the page-out daemon that scan the inactive page list for
victim pages. The Linux VM subsystem balances the
rate of scanning with the rate of write-back to match the
bandwidth of the swap device. If the scanning rate is too
high, Linux throttles page write-backs by waiting for up
to 20–100 milliseconds or until a write completes. This
timeout, appropriate for disk, is more than two orders of
magnitude greater than flash access latencies.
FlashVM controls write throttling at a much finer
granularity of a system jiffy (one clock tick). Since multiple page writes in a full erase block on flash take up to
two milliseconds, FlashVM times-out for about one millisecond on our system. These timeouts do not execute
frequently, but have a large impact on the average page
fault latency [29]. This enables FlashVM to maintain
higher utilization of paging bandwidth and speeds up the
code path for write-back when reclaiming memory.

4.1.3

Prefetching on Page Fault

Operating systems prefetch pages after a page fault to
benefit from the sequential read bandwidth of the device [12]. The existing Linux prefetch mechanism reads
in up to 8 pages contiguous on disk around the target
page. Prefetching is limited by the presence of free or
bad page slots that represent bad blocks on disk. As
shown in Figure 3, these page slots delimit the start or
the end of the prefetched pages. On disk, this approach
avoids the extra cost of seeking around free and bad
pages, but often leads to fetching fewer than 8 pages.
FlashVM leverages fast random reads on flash with

two different prefetching mechanisms. First, FlashVM
seeks over the free/bad pages when prefetching to retrieve a full set of valid pages. Thus, the fast random access of flash medium enables FlashVM to bring in more
pages with spatial locality than native Linux.
Fast random access on flash also allows prefetching of
more distant pages with temporal locality, such as stride
prefetching. FlashVM records the offsets between the
current target page address and the last two faulting addresses. Using these two offsets, FlashVM computes the
strides for the next two pages expected to be referenced
in the future. Compared to prefetching adjacent pages,
stride prefetching reduces memory pollution by reading
the pages that are more likely to be referenced soon.
We implement stride prefetching to work in conjunction with contiguous prefetching: FlashVM first reads
pages contiguous to the target page and then prefetches
stride pages. We find that fetching too many stride pages
increases the average page fault latency, so we limit the
stride to two pages. These two prefetching schemes result in a reduction in the number of page faults and improve the total execution time for paging.

4.1.4

Disk Scheduling

The Linux VM subsystem submits page read and write
requests to the block-layer I/O scheduler. The choice
of the I/O scheduler affects scalability with multiprogrammed workloads, as the scheduler selects the order
in which requests from different processes are sent to the
swap device.
Existing Linux I/O schedulers optimize performance
by (i) merging adjacent requests, (ii) reordering requests
to minimize seeks and to prioritize requests, and (iii)
delaying requests to allow a process to submit new requests. Work-conserving schedulers, such as the NOOP
and deadline schedulers in Linux, submit pending requests to the device as soon as the prior request completes. In contrast, non-work-conserving schedulers may
delay requests for up to 2–3 ms to wait for new requests
with better locality or to distribute I/O bandwidth fairly
between processes [9]. However, these schedulers optimize for the performance characteristics of disks, where
seek is the dominant cost of I/O. We therefore analyze
the impact of different I/O schedulers on FlashVM.
The Linux VM system tends to batch multiple read requests on a page fault for prefetching, and multiple write
requests for clustering evicted pages. Thus, paging traffic is more regular than file system workloads in general.
Further, delaying requests for locality can lead to lower
device utilization on flash, where random access is only a
small component of the page transfer cost. Thus, we analyze the performance impact of work conservation when
scheduling paging traffic for FlashVM.

4.2

FlashVM Reliability

Challenges. As flash geometry shrinks and MLC technology packs more bits into each memory cell, the prices
of flash devices have dropped significantly. Unfortunately, so has the erasure limit per flash block. A single flash block can typically undergo between 10,000
and 100,000 erase cycles, before it can no longer reliably
store data. Modern SSDs and flash devices use internal wear-leveling to spread writes across all flash blocks.
However, the bit error rates of these devices can still become unacceptably high once the erasure limit is reached
[18]. As the virtual memory paging traffic may stress
flash storage, FlashVM specially manages page writes
to improve device reliability. It exploits the information available in the OS about the state and content of a
page by employing page sampling and page sharing respectively. FlashVM aims to reduce the number of page
writes and prolong the lifetime of the flash device dedicated for swapping.

4.2.1

Page Sampling

Linux reclaims free memory by evicting inactive pages
in a least-recently-used order. Clean pages are simply
added to the free list, while reclaiming dirty pages requires writing them back to the swap device.
FlashVM modifies the Linux page replacement algorithm by prioritizing the reclaim of younger clean pages
over older dirty pages. While scanning for pages to reclaim, FlashVM skips dirty pages with a probability dependent on the rate of pre-cleaning. This policy increases
the number of clean pages that are reclaimed during each
scan, and thus reduces the overall number of writes to the
flash device.
The optimal rate for sampling dirty pages is strongly
related to the memory reference pattern of the application. For applications with read-mostly page references,
FlashVM can find more clean pages to reclaim. However, for applications that frequently modify many pages,
skipping dirty pages for write-back leads to more frequent page faults, because younger clean pages must be
evicted.
FlashVM addresses workload variations with adaptive page sampling: the probability of skipping a dirty
page also depends on the write rate of the application.
FlashVM predicts the average write rate by maintaining
a moving average of the time interval tn for writing n
dirty pages. When the application writes to few pages
and tn is large, FlashVM more aggressively skips dirty
pages. For applications that frequently modify many
pages, FlashVM reduces the page sampling probability
unless n pages have been swapped out. The balance
between the rate of page sampling and page writes is
adapted to provide a smooth tradeoff between device lifetime and application performance.

4.2.2

Page Sharing

The Linux VM system writes back pages evicted from
the LRU inactive list without any knowledge of page
content. This may result in writing many pages to the
flash device that share the same content. Detecting identical or similar pages may require heavyweight techniques like explicitly tracking changes to each and every
page by using transparent page sharing [3] or contentbased page sharing by maintaining hash signatures for all
pages [8]. These techniques reduce the memory-resident
footprint and are orthogonal to the problem of reducing
the number of page write-backs.
We implement a limited form of content-based sharing in FlashVM by detecting the swap-out of zero pages
(pages that contain only zero bytes). Zero pages form
a significant fraction of the memory-footprint of some
application workloads [8]. FlashVM intercepts paging
requests for all zero pages. A swap-out request sets a
zero flag in the corresponding page slot in the swap map,
and skips submitting a block I/O request. Similarly, a
swap-in request verifies the zero flag, which if found set,
allocates a zero page in the address space of the application. This extremely lightweight page sharing mechanism saves both the memory allocated for zero pages in
the main-memory swap cache and the number of page
write-backs to the flash device.

4.3

FlashVM Garbage Collection

Challenges. Flash devices cannot overwrite data in
place. Instead, they must first erase a large flash block
(128–512 KB), a slow operation, and then write to pages
within the erased block. Lack of sufficient pre-erased
blocks may result in copying multiple flash blocks for
a single page write to: (i) replenish the pool of clean
blocks, and (ii) ensure uniform wear across all blocks.
Therefore, flash performance and overhead of wear management are strongly dependent on the number of clean
blocks available within the flash device. For example,
high-end enterprise SSDs can suffer up to 85% drop in
write performance after extensive use [24, 26]. As a result, efficient garbage collection of clean blocks is necessary for flash devices, analogous to the problem of segment cleaning for log-structured file systems [28].
For virtual memory, sustained paging can quickly age
the dedicated flash device by filling up all free blocks.
When FlashVM overwrites a block, the device can reclaim the storage previously occupied by that block.
However, only the VM system has knowledge about
empty (free) page clusters. These clusters consist of
page slots in the swap map belonging to terminated processes, dirty pages that have been read into the memory
and all blocks on the swap device after a reboot. Thus,
a flash device that implements internal garbage collection or wear-leveling may unnecessarily copy stale data,
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which show that discard is expensive, we describe two
different techniques that FlashVM uses to improve the
performance of garbage collection: merged discard and
dummy discard.
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Figure 4: Discard Overhead: Impact of the number of
blocks discarded on the average latency of a single discard command. Both x-axis and y-axis are log-scale.

Discard Cost

We measure the latency of discard operations on the
OCZ-Vertex SSD, which uses the Indilinx flash controller used by many SSD manufacturers. Figure 4 shows
the overheads for discard commands issued over block
address ranges of different sizes. Based on Figure 4, we
infer the cost of a single discard command for cleaning B
flash blocks in one or more address ranges, each having
an average utilization u of valid (not previously cleaned)
pages:


reducing performance and reliability when not informed
about invalid pages.
FlashVM addresses this problem by explicitly notifying the flash device of such pages by using the discard command (also called trim introduced in the recent
SATA SSDs [30]. The discard command has the following semantics:
discard( dev, rangelist[ (sector, nsectors), .... ] )
where rangelist is the list of logical block address
ranges to be discarded on the flash device dev. Each
block range is represented as a pair of the starting sector address and the number of following sectors.
Free blocks can be discarded offline by first flushing
all in-flight read/write requests to the flash device, and
then wiping the requested logical address space. However, offline discard typically offers very coarse-grain
functionality, for example in the form of periodic disk
scrubbing or disk format operations [20]. Therefore,
FlashVM employs online cleaning that discards a smaller
range of free flash page clusters at runtime.
The Linux VM implements rudimentary support for
online cleaning in recent kernel versions starting in
2.6.28. When it finds 1 MB of free contiguous pages,
it submits a single discard request for the corresponding page cluster. However, Linux does not fully support
discard yet: the block layer breaks discard requests into
smaller requests of no more than 256 sectors, while the
ATA disk driver ignores them. Thus, the existing Linux
VM is not able to actually discard the free page clusters.
FlashVM instead bypasses the block and ATA driver layers and sends discard commands directly to the flash device through the SCSI layer [14, 16]. Thus, FlashVM
has the ability to discard any number of sectors in a single command.
We next present an experimental analysis of the cost of
discard on current flash devices. Based on these results,

costM =

co
co + m · u · (B − Bo )

if B ≤ Bo
otherwise

In this equation, co is the fixed cost of discarding up
to Bo blocks and m is the marginal cost of discarding
each additional block. Interestingly, the fixed cost of a
single discard command is 55 milliseconds! We speculate that this overhead occurs because the SSD controller performs multiple block erase operations on different flash channels when actually servicing a discard
command [15]. The use of an on-board RAM buffer conceals the linear increase only up to a range of Bo blocks
lying between 10–100 megabytes.
The cost of discard is exacerbated by the effect of command queuing: the ATA specification defines the discard
commands as untagged, requiring that every discard be
followed by an I/O barrier that stalls the request queue
while it is being serviced. Thus, the long latency of discards requires that FlashVM optimize the use of the command, as the overhead incurred may outweigh the performance and reliability benefits of discarding free blocks.

4.3.2

Merged Discard

The first optimization technique that FlashVM uses is
merged discard. Linux limits the size of each discard
command sent to the device to 128 KB. However, as
shown in Figure 4, discards get cheaper per byte as range
sizes increase. Therefore, FlashVM opportunistically
discards larger block address ranges. Rather than discard
pages on every scan of the swap map, FlashVM defers
the operation and batches discards from multiple scans.
It discards the largest possible range list of free pages up
to a size of 100 megabytes in a single command.
This approach has three major benefits. First, delaying discards reduces the overhead of scanning the swap
map. Second, merging discard requests amortizes the
fixed discard cost co over multiple block address ranges.

Device

Third, FlashVM merges requests for fragmented and
non-contiguous block ranges. In contrast, the I/O scheduler only merges contiguous read/write requests.

4.3.3

Dummy Discard

Discard is only useful when it creates free blocks that
can later be used for writes. Overwriting a block also
causes the SSD to discard the old block contents, but
without paying the high fixed costs of the discard command. Furthermore, overwriting a free block removes
some of the benefit of discarding to maintain a pool of
empty blocks. Therefore, FlashVM implements dummy
discard to avoid a discard operation when unnecessary.
Dummy discard elides a discard operation if the block
is likely to be overwritten soon. This operation implicitly informs the device that the old block is no longer
valid and can be asynchronously garbage collected without incurring the fixed cost of a discard command. As
FlashVM only writes back page clusters that are integral multiples of erase-block units, no data from partial
blocks needs to be relocated. Thus, the cost for a dummy
discard is effectively zero.
Unlike merged discards, dummy discards do not make
new clean blocks available. Rather, they avoid an ineffective discard, and can therefore only replace a fraction
of all discard operations. FlashVM must therefore decide when to use each of the two techniques. Ideally,
the number of pages FlashVM discards using each operation depends on the available number of clean blocks,
the ratio of their costs and the rate of allocating free page
clusters. Upcoming and high-end enterprise SSDs expose the number of clean blocks available within the device [24]. In the absence of such functionality, FlashVM
predicts the rate of allocation by estimating the expected
time interval ts between two successive scans for finding a free page cluster. When the system scans frequently, recently freed blocks are overwritten soon, so
FlashVM avoids the extra cost of discarding the old contents. When scans occur rarely, discarded clusters remain
free for an extended period and benefit garbage collection. Thus, when ts is small, FlashVM uses dummy discards, and otherwise applies merged discards to a free
page cluster in the swap map.

4.4

Seagate Disk
IBM SSD
OCZ SSD
Intel SSD

Summary

FlashVM architecture improves performance, reliability
and garbage collection overheads for paging to dedicated
flash. Some of the techniques incorporated in FlashVM,
such as zero-page sharing, also benefit disk-backed virtual memory. However, the benefit of sharing is more
prominent for flash, as it provides both improved performance and reliability.
While FlashVM is designed for managed flash, much
of its design is applicable to unmanaged flash as well. In

Sequential (MB/s)
Read
Write
80
68
69
20
230
80
250
70

Random 4K-IO/s
Read
Write
120-300/s
7K/s
66/s
5.5K/s
4.6K/s
35K/s
3.3K/s

Latency
ms
4-5
0.2
0.2
0.1

Table 2: Device Characteristics: First-generation IBM
SSD is comparable to disk in read bandwidth but excels
for random reads. Second-generation OCZ-Vertex and
Intel SSDs provide both faster read/write bandwidths and
IOPS. Write performance asymmetry is more prominent
in first-generation SSDs.

such a system, FlashVM would take more control over
garbage collection. With information about the state of
pages, it could more effectively clean free pages without an expensive discard operation. Finally, this design
avoids the cost of storing persistent mappings of logical block addresses to physical flash locations, as virtual
memory is inherently volatile.

5

Evaluation

The implementation of FlashVM entails two components: changes to the virtual memory implementation in
Linux and dedicated flash for swapping. We implement
FlashVM by modifying the memory management subsystem and the block layer in the x86-64 Linux 2.6.28
kernel. We focus our evaluation on three key questions
surrounding these components:
• How much does the FlashVM architecture of dedicated flash for virtual memory improve performance compared to traditional disk-based swapping?
• Does FlashVM software design improve performance, reliability via write-endurance and garbage
collection for virtual memory management on
flash?
• Is FlashVM a cost-effective approach to improving
system price/performance for different real-world
application workloads?
We first describe our experimental setup and methodology and then present our evaluation to answer these
three questions in Section 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 respectively.
We answer the first question by investigating the benefits of dedicating flash for paging in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3 and 5.4, we isolate the impact of FlashVM software design by comparing against the native Linux VM
implementation.

5.1

Methodology

System and Devices. We run all tests on a 2.5 GHz
Intel Core 2 Quad system configured with 4 GB DDR2

DRAM and 3 MB L2 cache per core, although we reduce
the amount of memory available to the OS for our tests,
as and when mentioned. We compare four storage devices: an IBM first generation SSD, a trim-capable OCZVertex SSD, an Intel X-25M second generation SSD,
and a Seagate Barracuda 7200 RPM disk, all using native
command queuing. Device characteristics are shown in
Table 2.
Application Workloads. We evaluate FlashVM performance with four memory-intensive application workloads with varying working set sizes:
1. ImageMagick 6.3.7, resizing a large JPEG image by
500%,
2. Spin 5.2 [31], an LTL model checker for testing mutual exclusion and race conditions with a depth of
10 million states,
3. pseudo-SpecJBB, a modified SpecJBB 2005 benchmark to measure execution time for 16 concurrent
data warehouses with 1 GB JVM heap size using
Sun JDK 1.6.0,
4. memcached 1.4.1 [17], a high-performance object
caching server bulk-storing or looking-up 1 million
random 1 KB key-value pairs.
All workloads have a virtual memory footprint large
enough to trigger paging and reach steady state for our
analysis. For all our experiments, we report results averaged over five different runs. While we tested with all
SSDs, we mostly present results for the second generation OCZ-Vertex and Intel SSDs for brevity.

5.2

Dedicated Flash

We evaluate the benefit of dedicating flash to virtual
memory by: (i) measuring the costs of sharing storage
with the file system, which arise from scheduling competing I/O traffic, and (ii) comparing the scalability of
virtual memory with traditional disk-based swapping.

5.2.1

Read/Write Interference

With disk, the major cost of interference is the seeks
between competing workloads. With an SSD, however,
seek cost is low and the cost of interference arises from
interleaving reads and writes from the file and VM systems. Although this cost occurs with disks as well, it is
dominated by the overhead of seeking. We first evaluate
the performance loss from interleaving, and then measure the actual amount of interleaving with FlashVM.
We use a synthetic benchmark that reads or writes a
sequence of five contiguous blocks. Figure 5(a) shows
I/O performance as we interleave reads and writes for
disk, IBM SSD and Intel SSD. For disk, I/O performance
drops from its sequential read bandwidth of 80 MB/s to
8 MB/s when the fraction of interleaved writes reaches
60% because the drive head has to be repositioned be-

tween read and write requests. On flash, I/O performance
also degrades as the fraction of writes increase: IBM
and Intel SSDs performance drops by 10x and 7x respectively when 60 percent of requests are writes. Thus, interleaving can severely reduce system performance.
These results demonstrate the potential improvement
from dedicated flash, because, unlike the file system, the
VM system avoids interleaved read and write requests.
To measure this ability, we traced the block I/O requests
enqueued at the block layer by the VM subsystem using Linux blktrace. Page read and write requests are
governed by prefetching and page-out operations, which
batch up multiple read/write requests together. On analyzing the average length of read request streams interleaved with write requests for ImageMagick and Spin,
we found that FlashVM submits long strings of read and
write requests. The average length of read streams ranges
between 138–169 I/O requests, and write streams are between 170–230 requests. Thus, the FlashVM system architecture benefits from dedicating flash without interleaved reads and writes from the file system.

5.2.2

Scaling Virtual Memory

Unlike flash, dedicating a disk for swapping does not
scale with multiple applications contending for memory.
This scalability manifests in two scenarios: increased
throughput as the number of threads or programs increases, and decreased interference between programs
competing for memory.
Multiprogramming. On a dedicated disk, competing
programs degenerate into random page-fault I/O and
high seek overheads. Figure 5(b) compares the paging
throughput on different devices as we run multiple instances of ImageMagick. Performance, measured by the
rate of page faults served per second, degrades for both
disk and the IBM SSD with as few as 3 program instances, leading to a CPU utilization of 2–3%. For the
IBM SSD, performance falls largely due to an increase
in the random write traffic, which severely degrades its
performance.
In contrast, we find improvement in the effective utilization of paging bandwidth on the Intel SSD with an
increase in concurrency. At 5 instances, paging traffic almost saturates the device bandwidth: for each page fault
FlashVM prefetches an additional 7 pages, so it reads
96 MB/s to service 3,000 page faults per second. In addition, it writes back a proportional but lower number
of pages. Above 5 instances of ImageMagick, the page
fault service rate drops because of increased congestion
for paging traffic: CPU utilization falls from 54% with
5 concurrent programs to 44% for 8 programs, and write
traffic nears the bandwidth of the device. Nevertheless,
these results demonstrate that performance scales significantly as multiprogramming increases on flash when
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Figure 5: Dedicated Flash: Impact of dedicating flash for VM on performance for read/write interference with file
system traffic, paging throughput for multiprogrammed workloads and response time for increased memory contention.
compared to disk. We find similar increase in paging
throughput on dedicated flash for multithreaded applications like memcached. FlashVM performance and device
utilization increase when more threads generate more simultaneous requests. This is much the same argument
that exists for hardware multithreading to increase parallelism in the memory system.
Response Time. The second scalability benefit of dedicated flash is faster response time for demand paging when multiple applications contend for memory.
Figure 5(c) depicts the phenomena frequently observed
on desktops when switching to inactive applications.
We model this situation with two processes each having working-set sizes of 512 MB and 1.5 GB, that contend for memory on a system configured with 1 GB
of DRAM. The curves show the resident set sizes (the
amount of physical memory in use by each process) and
the aggregate number of page faults in the system over
a time interval of 140 seconds. The first process is active for the first 10 seconds and is then swapped out by
the Linux VM to accommodate the other process. When
120 seconds have elapsed, the second process terminates
and the first process resumes activity.
Demand paging the first process back into memory
incurs over 16,000 page faults. With disk, this takes
11.5 seconds and effectively prevents all other applications from accessing the disk. In contrast, resuming the
first process takes only 3.5 seconds on flash because of
substantially lower flash access latency. Thus, performance degrades much more acceptably with dedicated
flash than traditional disk-based swapping, leading to
better scalability as the number of processes increase.

5.3

FlashVM Software Evaluation

FlashVM enhances the native Linux virtual memory system for improved performance, reliability and garbage
collection. We first analyze our optimizations to the existing VM mechanisms required for improving flash performance, followed by our enhancements for wear management and garbage collection of free blocks.

5.3.1

Performance Analysis

We analyze the performance of different codes paths that
impact the paging performance of FlashVM.
Page pre-cleaning. Figure 6(a) shows the performance
of FlashVM for ImageMagick, Spin and memcached as
we vary the number of pages selected for write-back
(pre-cleaned) on each page fault. Performance is poor
when only two pages are written back because the VM
system frequently scans the inactive list to reclaim pages.
However, we find that performance does not improve
when pre-cleaning more than 32 pages, because the overhead of scanning is effectively amortized at that point.
Page clustering. Figure 6(b) shows FlashVM performance as we vary the cluster size, the number of pages
allocated contiguously on the swap device, while keeping pre-cleaning constant at 32 pages. When only two
pages are allocated contiguously (cluster size is two),
overhead increases because the VM system wastes time
finding free space. Large cluster sizes lead to more sequential I/O, as pages are allocated sequentially within
a cluster. However, our results show that above 32 page
clusters, performance again stabilizes. This occurs because 32 pages, or 128 KB, is the size of a flash erase
block and is enough to obtain the major benefits of sequential writes on flash. We tune FlashVM with these
optimal values for pre-cleaning and cluster sizes for all
our further experiments.
Congestion control. We evaluate the performance of
FlashVM congestion control by comparing it against native Linux on single- and multi-threaded workloads. We
separately measured the performance of changing the
congestion timeout for the page allocator and for both
the page allocator and the kswapd page-out daemon for
ImageMagick. With the native Linux congestion control
timeout tuned to disk access latencies, the system idles
even when there is no congestion.
For single-threaded programs, reducing the timeout
for the page allocator from 20ms to 1ms improved performance by 6%, and changing the timeout for kswapd

Read-Ahead
(# of pages)
2
4
8
16

Native
PF
Time
139K
103.2
84K
96.3
56K
91.5
43K
89.0

Stride
PF
Time
118K / 15% 88.5 / 14%
70K / 17%
85.7 / 11%
44K / 21%
85.1 / 7%
28K / 35%
83.5 / 6%

Table 3: VM Prefetching: Impact of native Linux and
FlashVM prefetching on the number of page faults and
application execution time for ImageMagick. (PF is
number of hard page faults in thousands, Time is elapsed
time in seconds, and percentage reduction and speedup
are shown for the number of page faults and application
execution time respectively.)
in addition leads to a 17% performance improvement.
For multithreaded workloads, performance improved 4%
for page allocation and 6% for both page allocation and
the kswapd. With multiple threads, the VM system is
less likely to idle inappropriately, leading to lower benefits from a reduced congestion timeout. Nevertheless,
FlashVM configures lower timeouts, which better match
the latency for page access on flash.
Prefetching. Along the page-fault path, FlashVM
prefetches more aggressively than Linux by reading
more pages around the faulting address and fetching
pages at a stride offset. Table 3 shows the benefit of these
two optimizations for ImageMagick. The table lists the
number of page faults and performance as we vary the
number of pages read-ahead for FlashVM prefetching
against native Linux prefetching, both on the Intel SSD.
We find that FlashVM outperforms Linux for all values of read-ahead. The reduction in page faults improves
from 15% for two pages to 35% for 16 pages, because
of an increase in the difference between the number of
pages read for native Linux and FlashVM. However, the
speedup decreases because performance is lost to random access that results in increased latency per page
fault. More sophisticated application-directed prefetching can provide additional benefits by exploiting a more
accurate knowledge of the memory reference patterns
and the low seek costs on flash.
Disk Scheduling. FlashVM depends on the block layer
disk schedulers for merging or re-ordering I/O requests
for efficient I/O to flash. Linux has four standard schedulers, which we compare in Figure 6(c). For each scheduler, we execute 4 program instances concurrently and
report the completion time of the last program. We scale
the working set of the program instances to ensure relevant comparison on each individual device, so the results
are not comparable across devices.
On disk, the NOOP scheduler, which only merges adjacent requests before submitting them to the block device driver in FIFO order, performs worst, because it results in long seeks between requests from different pro-

cesses. The deadline scheduler, which prioritizes synchronous page faults over asynchronous writes, performs
best. The other two schedulers, CFQ and anticipatory,
insert delays to minimize seek overheads, and have intermediate performance.
In contrast, for both flash devices the NOOP scheduler
outperforms all other schedulers, outperforming CFQ
and anticipatory scheduling by as much as 35% and the
deadline scheduler by 10%. This occurs because there is
no benefit to localizing seeks on an SSD. We find that
average page access latency measured for disk increases
linearly from 1 to 6 ms with increasing seek distance.
In contrast, for both SSDs, seek time is constant and
less than 0.2 ms even for seek distances up to several
gigabytes. So, the best schedule for SSDs is to merge
adjacent requests and queue up as many requests as
possible to obtain the maximum bandwidth. We find that
disabling delaying of requests in the anticipatory scheduler results in a 22% performance improvement, but it
is still worse than NOOP. Thus, non work-conserving
schedulers are not effective when swapping to flash,
and scheduling as a whole is less necessary. For the
remaining tests, we use the NOOP scheduler.

5.3.2

Wear Management

FlashVM reduces wear-out of flash blocks by write reduction using dirty page sampling and zero-page sharing.
Page Sampling. For ImageMagick, uniformly skipping
1 in 100 dirty pages for write back results in up to 12%
reduction in writes but a 5% increase in page faults and
a 7% increase in the execution time. In contrast, skipping dirty pages aggressively only when the program has
a lower write rate better prioritizes the eviction of clean
pages. For the same workload, adaptively skipping 1 in
20 dirty pages results in a 14% write reduction without
any increase in application execution time. Thus, adaptive page sampling better reduces page writes with less
affect on application performance.
Page Sharing. The number of zero pages swapped out
from the inactive LRU list to the flash device is dependent on the memory-footprint of the whole system.
Memcached clients bulk-store random keys, leading to
few empty pages and only 1% savings in the number of
page writes with zero-page sharing. In contrast, both ImageMagick and Spin result in substantial savings. ImageMagick shows up to 15% write reduction and Spin
swaps up to 93% of zero pages. We find that Spin preallocates a large amount of memory and zeroes it down
before the actual model verification phase begins. Zeropage sharing improves both the application execution
time as well as prolongs the device lifetime by reducing
the number of page writes.
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Figure 6: Performance Analysis: Impact of page pre-cleaning, page clustering and disk scheduling on FlashVM
performance for different application workloads.

5.3.3

Workload

Garbage Collection

FlashVM uses merged and dummy discards to optimize
garbage collection of free VM pages on flash. We compare the performance of garbage collection for FlashVM
against native Linux VM on an SSD. Because Linux cannot currently execute discards, we instead collect blocklevel I/O traces of paging traffic for different applications. The block layer breaks down the VM discard I/O
requests into 128 KB discard commands, and we emulate FlashVM by merging multiple discard requests or replacing them with equivalent dummy discard operations
as described in Section 4.3. Finally, we replay the processed traces on an aged trim-capable OCZ-Vertex SSD
and record the total trace execution time.
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Figure 7: Garbage Collection Performance: Impact
of merged and dummy discards on application performance for FlashVM. y-axis is log-scale for application
execution time.
Figure 7 compares the performance of four different
systems: FlashVM with merged discards over 100 MB
ranges, FlashVM with dummy discards, native Linux
VM with discard support and baseline Linux VM without discard support. Linux with discard is 12 times
slower than the baseline system, indicating the high cost
for inefficient use of the discard command. In contrast,

ImageMagick
Spin
SpecJBB
memcached-store
memcached-lookup

DiskVM
Runtime
207
209
275
396
257

Mem
814
795
710
706
837

FlashVM
Const Mem
Const Runtime
Rel. Runtime
Rel. Memory
31%
51%
11%
16%
6%
19%
18%
60%
23%
50%

Table 4: Cost/Benefit Analysis: FlashVM analysis for
different memory-intensive application workloads. Systems compared are DiskVM with disk-backed VM, a
FlashVM system with the same memory (Const Mem)
and one with the same performance but less memory
(Const Runtime). FlashVM results show the execution
time and memory usage, both relative to DiskVM. Application execution time Runtime is in seconds; memory
usage Mem is in megabytes.
FlashVM with merged discard, which also has the reliability benefits of Linux with discard, is only 15 percent slower than baseline. With the addition of adaptive dummy discards, which reduces the rate of discards
when pages clusters are rapidly allocated, performance is
11% slower than baseline. In all cases, the slowdown is
due to the long latency of discard operations, which have
little direct performance benefit. These results demonstrate that naive use of discard greatly degrades performance, while FlashVM’s merged and dummy discard
achieve similar reliability benefits at performance near
native speeds.

5.4

FlashVM Application Performance

Adoption of FlashVM is fundamentally an economic decision: a FlashVM system can perform better than a
DiskVM system even when it is provisioned with more
expensive DRAM. Therefore, we evaluate the performance gains and memory savings when replacing disk
with flash for paging. Our results reflect estimates for
absolute memory savings in megabytes.
Table 4 presents the performance and memory usage
of five application workloads on three systems:

1. DiskVM with 1GB memory and a dedicated disk for
swapping;
2. FlashVM - Const Mem with the same DRAM size
as DiskVM, but improved performance;
3. FlashVM - Const Runtime with reduced DRAM
size, but same performance as DiskVM.
Our analysis in Table 4 represents configurations that
correspond to the three data points shown in Figure 1.
System configurations for workloads with high locality
or unused memory do not page and show no benefit from
FlashVM. Similarly, those with no locality or extreme
memory requirements lie on the far left in Figure 1 and
perform so poorly as to be unusable. Such data points
are not useful for analyzing virtual memory performance.
The column in Table 4 titled DiskVM shows the execution time and memory usage of the five workloads on a
system swapping to disk. Under FlashVM - Const Mem
and FlashVM - Const Runtime, we show the percentage
reduction in the execution time and memory usage respectively, both when compared to DiskVM. The reduction in memory usage corresponds to the potential price
savings by swapping to flash rather than disk for achieving similar performance.
For all applications, a FlashVM system outperforms
a system configured with the same amount of DRAM
and disk-backed VM (FlashVM - Const Mem against
DiskVM). FlashVM’s reduction in execution time varies
from 69% for ImageMagick to 94% for the modified
SpecJBB, a 3-16x speedup. On average, FlashVM reduces run time by 82% over DiskVM. Similarly, we find
that there is a potential 60% reduction in the amount of
DRAM required on the FlashVM system to achieve similar performance as DiskVM (FlashVM - Const Runtime
against DiskVM). This benefit comes directly from the
lower access latency and higher bandwidth of flash, and
results in both price and power savings for the FlashVM
system.
Overall, we find that applications with poor locality
have higher memory savings because the memory saved
does not substantially increase their page fault rate. In
contrast, applications with good locality see proportionally more page faults from each lost memory page. Furthermore, applications also benefit differently depending
on their access patterns. For example, when storing objects, memcached server performance improves 5x on a
FlashVM system with the same memory size, but only
4.3x for a lookup workload. The memory savings differ
similarly.

6

Related Work

The FlashVM design draws on past work investigating
the use of solid-state memory for storage. We categorize
this work into the following four classes:

Persistent Storage. Flash has most commonly been proposed as a storage system to replace disks. eNVy presented a storage system that placed flash on the memory bus with a special controller equipped with a batterybacked SRAM buffer [33]. File systems, such as YAFFS
and JFFS2 [27], manage flash to hide block erase latencies and perform wear-leveling to handle bad blocks.
More recently, TxFlash exposes a novel transactional interface to use flash memory by exploiting its copy-onwrite nature [25]. These systems all treat flash as persistent storage, similar to a file system. In contrast,
FlashVM largely ignores the non-volatile aspect of flash
and instead focuses on the design of a high-performance,
reliable and scalable virtual memory.
Hybrid Systems. Guided by the price and performance
of flash, hybrid systems propose flash as a second-level
cache between memory and disk. FlashCache uses flash
as secondary file/buffer cache to provide a larger caching
tier than DRAM [10]. Windows and Solaris can use
USB flash drives and solid-state disks as read-optimized
disk caches managed by the file system [2, 7]. All these
systems treat flash as a cache of the contents on a disk
and mainly exploit its performance benefits. In contrast,
FlashVM treats flash as a backing store for evicted pages,
accelerates both read and write operations, and provides
mechanisms for improving flash reliability and efficiency
of garbage collection by using the semantic information
about paging only available within the OS.
Non-volatile Memory. NAND flash is the only memory technology after DRAM that has become cheap
and ubiquitous in the last few decades. Other nonvolatile storage class memory technologies like phasechange memory (PCM) and magneto-resistive memory
(MRAM) are expected to come at par with DRAM prices
by 2015 [21]. Recent proposals have advocated the use
of PCM as a first-level memory placed on the memory
bus alongside DRAM [11, 19]. In contrast, FlashVM
adopts cheap NAND flash and incorporates it as swap
space rather than memory directly addressable by usermode programs.
Virtual Memory. Past proposals on using flash as virtual
memory focused on new page-replacement schemes [23]
or providing compiler-assisted, energy-efficient swap
space for embedded systems [13, 22]. In contrast,
FlashVM seeks more OS control for memory management on flash, while addressing three major problems
for paging to dedicated flash. Further, we present the
first description of the usage of the discard command on
a real flash device and provide mechanisms to optimize
the performance of garbage collection.

7

Conclusions

FlashVM adapts the Linux virtual memory system for
the performance, reliability, and garbage collection char-

acteristics of flash storage. In examining Linux, we find
many dependencies on the performance characteristics of
disks, as in the case of prefetching only adjacent pages.
While the assumptions about disk performance are not
made explicit, they permeate the design, particularly regarding batching of requests to reduce seek latencies and
to amortize the cost of I/O. As new storage technologies
with yet different performance characteristics and challenges become available, such as memristors and phasechange memory, it will be important to revisit both operating systems and applications designs.
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